LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
those who had eyes to see, knew at once that it was but a
visible outer expression of the silent inward process. It
was the same as the presence of divine names on the leaves
and barks of the trees of Brindaban, which were really
God-inspired saints in disguise.
Vijaykrishna repeatedly said that no force is capable
of battering down the bulwarks of our faith, so long as
our individual mind lies in Nama ; and when there is a
lull in meditation, Satan, who is ever-active to gull men
into his trap with a fatal facility, finds his time. Narayan
Swami, who had made a name for himself by his nefarious
practices, found all his strength slipping between his fingers,
when he had to deal with Vijaykrishna. Narayan Swami
told Vijaykrishna that he would be able to present before
him the image of Vishnu at any moment. This whetted
the curiosity of Vijaykrishna. He went to Narayan Swami
at the appointed time, extremely eager to know how this
most ordinary man could have so much native influence
upon God, Whose whereabouts the greatest of saints
that transcend and overtop all, are unable to know even
in their Nirvikalpa Samadhi, when the ""happy finders"
are yet like Abraham, who journeyed from Ur not knowing
whither he was bound.   Vijaykrishna sat down in
meditation, feeding on the manna of the divine name, with
his mind tensely strung for seeing Vishnu. He was greatly
surprised, when Narayan Swami asked him to desist from
meditation for some time, but he could not do so, as the
Nama had become the very essence of his being. Narayan
Swami conjured up a dazzling image of Vishnu.
Vijaykrishna remained sitting stock-still, the vision gave
him no joy, no "at home" feeling in his soul, and he was
wondering how the vision of Bhagavan could leave him
so cold—Bkagavan, the single utterance of whose name
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